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The Human Ribbon is a visual art work that was made using a 3D application to create its 
imagery. This work visualizes a phenomenon that is becoming a common lifestyle, living in a 
modern society. We as humans are always attached to something in our lives. We are 
bound by an invisible rope or ribbon, that binds us to a routine. This can be as simple as 
our daily routine, like our jobs, carrier, etc. Without realizing it, we are bound by our 
work to the point that we forget about other things that are so grateful and beautiful 
around us. On the other hand, sometimes we can't break away from that bind, even though 
we knew it makes us uncomfortable. Often times we ignore the people closest to us, and 
not pursuing our passion. 
In this work I want to reflect this real phenomenon to people, and remind them that we 
should not be overly attached to our routines that may frustrate and not make us 
comfortable. Make more time to spend with those closest to you, family, and loved ones. 
And do the things we are passionate about, because we really have to go through life with 
great joy. 
 





Latar Karya " The Human Ribbon" : 
 
 Living in a Modern Society often led us to Ignorance towards the things that is 
importat. We are in a constant rush and "Rat Race" which is never ending loop. We place 
ourself in the system which led us toward a habbit or routine. This Habbit or routine is so 
frequent and made us forget the things that matters most. 
 The Human Ribbon is a visual art work that was made using a 3D application to 
create its imagery. This work visualizes a phenomenon that is becoming a common lifestyle, 
living in a modern society. We as humans are always attached to something in our lives. We 
are bound by an invisible rope or ribbon, that binds us to a routine. This can be as simple 
as our daily routine, like our jobs, carrier, etc. Without realizing it, we are bound by our 
work to the point that we forget about other things that are so grateful and beautiful 
around us. On the other hand, sometimes we can't break away from that bind, even though 
we knew it makes us uncomfortable. Often times we ignore the people closest to us, and 
not pursuing our passion. 
 In the creating process for this work the artis uses 3D aplication such as Cinema 4D. 
Using the basic human topology and then converting it using the Varanoe Fracture to create 
fragments which look like ribbon. The finishing process is using textureing and complex 
lighting to create certain effect of light bounce. 
 In this work I want to reflect this real phenomenon to people, and remind them that 
we should not be overly attached to our routines that may frustrate and not make us 
comfortable. Make more time to spend with those closest to you, family, and loved ones. 
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